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Friday Night [under the] Lights… 
2015 

 
 
 
 
Happy Friday.   
 
I hope everyone’s doing well and had a good week.  Nice to see the US Postal Service is looking 
at ways to expedite delivery of air mail to our elected officials (if you have no idea what I’m 
talking about, just google “postal gyrocopter – US Capitol - how does that happen”). 
 
As always, there’s a ton going on in the world of Envision Healthcare, AMR and EMS as a 
profession.  Even though the challenges continue to be tough, it’s really a pretty fun time to be 
in healthcare… 
 
Why – You could even say our colleagues at AMR Sonoma Life Support have a contagious sense 
of enthusiasm… 
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A lesson you may not have expected… 
Thanks to Kevin LaBarge [AMR Wellesley Operations Manager] for passing along the After Action 
Report for the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing.  If you’ve chosen a career in the EMS / 
Emergency Medicine world, publications like this can be extremely valuable.  I’ve read quite a 
few of these in my career – I have to tell you, this one is well written and really informative.  
 
While no one ever wants to experience events like this, we 
unfortunately have to expect events like this - it’s critical that 
those of us that are charged with responding and managing 
crisis learn from every one of these that occurs.  Lessons from 
previous events fill our tool box with better approaches, new 
warnings and a clearer vision of how to best care for ourselves, 
our patients and our communities when we’re faced with the 
‘next one”. 
 
Take a glimpse into the “EMS tool box” of today…  Look what 
we’ve added in the past few years as a result of some of these 
lessons learned: 
 

- Interoperable communications (we can talk to each 
other) 

- A unified language (we understand each other) 
- More appropriate PPE 
- Alcohol based sanitizer everywhere 
- Tourniquets 
- Heightened awareness 
- Closer relationships between law enforcement and EMS 

 
But there was something in the Boston Bombing After Action Report that struck me as extremely 
powerful.  If you aren’t paying attention, it might just pass you by.  It seems like a no-brainer (did 
you ever wonder where the heck that term comes from?).  Motherhood.  Apple Pie.  Our moms 
and dads told us it was important.  It’s something so intuitive, but so evasive… 
 
The Boston Marathon bombings lessons learned scream about how important this one thing is to 
success. 
 
What is it? 
 
Relationships. 
 
Thought it would be something more elaborate?  Something technical or tough to develop?  
Have to build a disrupted hemoglobin identification and physiologic assessment assay along with 
training and deployment models (I made that up)? 
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Not at all.  The overarching theme in the After Action Report was the message it sent about 
relationships – collaboration – teamwork – partnership – integration - cooperation – 
coordination – you-get-the-picture. 
 
The report was broke down specific areas designated “Best Practices”.  Take a look.  How many 
of these are based on relationships - collaboration – teamwork – partnership – integration - 
cooperation – coordination – you-get-the-picture?  I’ll add some color to help. 
 
_________________ 
BEST PRACTICE 1.1 
Developing and Maintaining Pre-Existing Professional Relationships 
 
BEST PRACTICE 1.2 
Integrated Public Safety Planning Activities In Support of Marathon Day 
 
BEST PRACTICE 1.3 
Implementation of a Comprehensive Medical System Supporting the Marathon 
 
BEST PRACTICE 1.4 
Activation of a Multi-Agency Coordination Center in Support of Marathon Activities 
 
BEST PRACTICE 1.5 
Participation in Multi-Jurisdictional Exercises 
 
BEST PRACTICE 1.6 
Hospital Participation in Emergency Preparedness Planning and Exercises 
 
BEST PRACTICE 1.7 
Formal Mutual Aid Agreements 
 
BEST PRACTICE 1.8 
Use of Notification Systems and Tools to Share Information 
 
BEST PRACTICE 1.9 
Pre-Race Assessments of Route by Joint Hazard Assessment Teams (JHATs) 
 
BEST PRACTICE 2.1 
Swift Establishment of Unified Command and a Unified Command Center 
 
While the entire After Action Report was truly useful, the overarching message to all of us is 
clear.  Those efforts that are the most important to a successful mission involve relationships.  
Integration.  Working together in a coordinated way. 
 
We are more effective as “one” than we will ever be as many… 
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The message to each of us as individuals, and to our collective organizations as a whole is just 
how important it is to work together.  Not just “tolerate” each other, but work hard and 
passionately to make those relationships strong.  Believe in them.  Want them.  Cherish them 
and enjoy them. 
 
Do you think the Boston responders are a closer knit, more organized group of professionals 
today than they were before the blast?  You bet they are.  And they are a stronger force for “the 
next one”. 
 
I don’t care if you come to the party in an Ambulance, an Engine, a Ladder Truck, a Police 
Interceptor, Fixed Wing, Rotor wing, Bus or your parents bring you… 
 
It doesn’t matter if your shirt has bugles, oak clusters, escalapius, bars, badges or a cross. 
 
It doesn’t matter if you’re in scrubs, a nurse’s uniform, a lab coat or a vest. 
 
It would probably matter if you were wearing lederhosen (google if necessary)… 
 
People and communities don’t care if you are career, volunteer, paid by a city, county, hospital, 
company or the feds. 
 
They don’t care what color we are, where we were born or where we go to church or don’t. 
 
They care about us bringing order to their chaos. 
 
Which is exactly what the men and women of the hundreds of agencies involved on that day did 
for their community. 
 
While the whole world watched. 
 
So, when you think about how important it is to establish solid, sound, open, collaborative 
relationships….  Remember what the Boston report tells us it can do. 
 
One person, one organization at a time (without lederhosen)… 
 
And if you need a reminder every now and then about the tremendous power of relationships, 
the multitude of organizations behind the newly launched EMS Strong Campaign have developed 
a poster and series of messages to remind us. 
 
Take a real close look at the picture…. 
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Recognizing those that make the Zero Response Interval possible… 

 

 
 
This week celebrates the nation’s public safety telecommunicators.  No one in the US manages 
more 911 and medical transportation centers than we do. 
 
911 is such a critical part of what we do.  It’s the public’s first contact with help when something 
unimaginable happens.  It’s literally a community lifeline for anything, anywhere, anytime in any 
way (and boy is that true…). 
 
Some interesting scoop on 911… 
 

- 240 Million calls are made to 911 in the US each year (some shifts feel like you got 236 
million in 8 hours) 

- 56,000 911 calls a day 
- There are almost 200,000 911 telecommunications specialists in the US 
- 71% of calls are now wireless, the remaining 28% are landline 
- There are 5,906 primary and secondary PSAPs in the US 

http://npstw.org/
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Early in my career, I took the Medical Priority Dispatch course and became certified as an 
emergency dispatcher… 
 
My colleagues in 911 at the time were kind enough to precept me on the console.  I remember 
many a night when I would be the primary call taker (always precepted, btw). 
 
I never made it to a point that I felt comfortable managing 911 calls.  Truth be told, I’d much 
rather see a patient in person than manage an emergency I can’t see.  I learned firsthand how 
hard it is to calmly, appropriately and RAPIDLY manage those calls.   
 
My sphincters have just started returning back to normal tone. 
 
I have significant respect for those that are first in line in an emergency.  It is a very distinct 
practice of medicine with huge implications. 
 
…and one thing that will stick with me forever, are the words of all those dispatchers over all 
those years that would check on the klutzy Medical Director that hadn’t yet cleared the scene. 
 
“MD-1 – Confirming you’re Code 4 and clear?” 
 
Translated – Racht!  You idiot.  Just making sure you’re safe and OK. 
 
Always, always had my back.  Thanks to all of you for watching out for your colleagues, calming 
the chaos, starting the medicine and arranging all the players in exactly the right way to 
maximize outcome. 
 
This is your week. 
 

What the Heck… 
In the spirit of casting light on some of the things that turn our heads and cause pause, I decided 
there’s enough craziness in our world that it deserves its own mention. 
 
What the Heck. 
 
Please help me fuel this section with real live what the heck stuff you come across.  The only rule 
is it has to be clean (could your kids AND HR see it without concern?) and you have to see it with 
your own eyes.  No google / internet , etc. 
 
Tonight’s WTH is courtesy of Dean Anderson [General Manager – AMR Sonoma Life Support].  
He was kind enough to give me a heads up about NPSTW…  It’s only fitting that I share what he 
sent me… 
 
On a road in Ukiah in Mendocino County California, Dean had to turn around to confirm what he 
thought he saw… Imagine his disappointment when he learned it was a kit to determine the sex 
of marijuana plants (only in California…) 
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From the website…Steep Hill Halent was launched in early 2008 as Steep Hill Medical Collective to provide quality control 
services to the medical cannabis industry, which — 12 years after its legalization under California law— consisted of 
hundreds of businesses providing potentially unsafe herbal products to hundreds of thousands of consumers. The 
company’s primary mission was and is to protect the public health by providing infrastructure and analytical services to 
legally authorized distributors and producers of cannabis and to regulators tracking their operations 
 

 

Epilogue… 
 

Speaking of relationships… A few nights ago, my wife asked me if I wanted dinner. 
 
“Sure”, I said. “What are my choices?” 
 
“Yes and no”. 
 
__________________ 

 

 

 
That’s it from my world.  Happy Friday.   
 
As always, thanks for what you do and how you do it…  Stay Code 4 & clear… 
 
 
Ed 

______ 
 
Edward M. Racht, MD 
Chief Medical Officer 
American Medical Response 
ed.racht@evhc.net   

mailto:ed.racht@evhc.net

